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m!r10RAL AIDvIsom co- FOR AERONA~Imi 

RESEARCH MEMoRAmDTlM 

THEOKETICALC VICS OF TWO-DIMENSIOIUL 

sDRERSORIC coJmROLsmA(=Es 

By Robert R. Mxu5ssette and Lester F. Ob& 

The '8usemaun second-order-approximation theory" for the pressure 
distributfon over 8 two-dkmrm ionalairfoil in slzpereonic flow w&8 ueed 
to determine some of the aerodynamic characteristics of umxmibered 
egmmetricalparabolic and double-wedge airfoils with leading-edge and 
trailing-edge flaps. The investigation was originally intended for 
appucation to aileron studies but, since the_ analysis ie based on two- 
dbneneional flow, the results .sze applicable to all tspes of control 
eurfaoe6. The use of the term "aileron" may consequently be replaced Fn 
the present paper by the term '%cutrol surface. It The chmacteristics 

1 preeented cud discueeed are: aileron effectiveness factor, rate of 
chauge of hinge-moment coefficient with aileron deflectJon, rate of 
change of the pitching- t mefficient about the midchord with aileron 
deflection, and the location of the center of preesure of the airfoil- 
aileron coriibZnation. Ih supersonic flow leading-edge allerone were found 
to be much more effective than bailing-edge ailerons. Neither aileron, 
however, ie as effective Fn mpermnic flow ea the trailing-edge aileron 
In subs0Ixl.c flar. The calculations show that, for a given thickness 
mtio, trailing-edge aileron3 are more effective on wedge airfoils than 
on parabolic airfoils; whereas lead--edge ailerons are more effective 
onpasabolic airfoils than onwedge airfoils. Themagnitude of the 
values of the rate of chauge of the hinge-umnent coefficient with aileron 
deflection and the rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient about 
the midchord with aileron deflection is greater for leading-edge anerons 
than for trailing-edge ailerons. 

INTRODUCTIOR 

In investigations of the aerodynamic characteristics of ailem, 
the influence of certati factors is not found in the pmdictiona based 
on a ltiearized solution- Higher-order solutions are therefore neces- 
sary and canrrequently the analysis must be made'for a two-dimensional 
WFng- The results are applicable not only to ailemm but to all tspes 
of control surfaces. 

Several methods are in use at thfs time for calculating the pressure 
distribution oTer thinairPofls Fn a euperaonic air etream. The 
prevail&q methoda are: the graphical method of references 1 and 2, the 
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Ackeret thin-airfoil.theory, the Busemann seco-qd+rdeti approximtion 
used in reference 3, and the power series of references 2 and 4. None 
of these methods are exact as they do not consider the effect of the 
boundary layer on the airfoil. 

In this paper the 33-m second;order ap~roximatlnn is used as 
the best comprtise because this appmximatlon gives expressions which 
are simple enough to be used in design work and which are probably as 
accurate as could be expected of any method tha~glects the boundary- 
layer thickness. The Busemann tipproximation uses only the first two 
terms of the power series found in references 2 and 4. F~~Lww~ 2, 12, 
and 13 of reference 2 show that the.flrst two tezms of the power series 
give result8 that are close approximations to the results obtained by 
use of the oblique-shock equation and the isentropic-expansion and com- 
pression equations. The method used herein is a closer approximation 
than the Ackeret theory as the Rusemann approximation takes into account 
the effects of Maoh number, airfoil thickness, and airfoil shape: 

The second-order approximation ia limited to small angles and thin 
airfoils. Reference 2 states that the theory used ie not considered 
accurate for Mach numbers less than approximately 1.3. This lower limit 
has been used arbitrarily in this analysis. Also, the theory is not 
good for Mach numbers below that at which the shock wave detaches. 
Reference 2 gives values for the rntijmnm Mach number for the existence of 
an attached shock as a function of the flow-deflection angle. 

The factors varied In this analysis are airfoil thickness ratio, 
Mach number, airfoil shape, ratio of aileron chord to w3.ng chord, and 
location of aileron. The characteristics investfgated Included afleron' 
effectiveness factor, rate of chesge of hinge-mment coefficient with 
aileron deflection, rate of change of pitching- nt coefficient with 
aileron-deflectian, and location of center of pressure o?Ythe airfoil- 
aileron combination. The equations used herein and a sample derivation 
are found in the section entitled "ANALYSIS." 

SYMBOLS 

C chord of airfoil (taJsen a8 = 1.0 herein) 

ca chord of aileron, fraction oFairfoil chord 

cl Ecnd -c, conata;nte used in-flrst ar66ecotid 'i&r& of Bus- 
approximation for pressure-d&efficient in supersonic 
flow 

Cha aileran section hinge-moment coefficient . . . . . . . -. ._ --- . . . . ..( h&ca2) 
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airfoil section lift coefficient 

airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient about 

midchord (%.5b2) 

center of pressure measured from lead- edge, fraction 
of chord 

aileron section hinge moment 

aIrfoil. section pitching moment about midchord 

free-stream Maoh number 

free-stream dynamic pressure ( govo2) 

maximum thiclmees of aIrfoil section 
. 

free-stream velocity . 

distance behind leading edge, fraction of chord 

ordinate Fromchord line to anypointonsurface of 
airfoil, fraction of chord 

pressure coefficient 

aileron effectiveness factor . 

airfoil angle of attack 

deflection of aileron relative to chord line (considered 
positive when it gives aileron a positive srgle 
of attack) 

geometric parame ter used Fn determIning center-of-pressure 
location 

local angle between any poInt on surface of airfoil and 
free-stream direction 

free-stream density 

ratio of specffic heats 'ii.;) ' .' ....- 
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Subecripte : 

a 

h 

.L 

‘51 

aileron 

aileron hinge-tie position 

lower surface of airFoil 

upper m.mfa.ce of airfoil 

ANALYSIS 

The analyeie ulsed in thie paper is baaed on the Bummann second- 
be order approximation for the preewe coefficienti- 9 in supersonic 

flow* Thie coefficient is expressed in reference 3 tn the following 
form 

. 

AP - = c-g + c&32 
9 

where 

c2 = 
yMo 4 + MO2 - ( 2)" 

2 Mo2 ( - 1)' 

The procedure ueed ln'deriv- the equations for the parametera 
considered is illu&rated by the following derivation af the aileron 
-effectiveness-.factor of- a parabolic airfoil.wLth a traiUng-edge ail-. 
The other p arameters are 'obtained by a'slmilar -ais. 

. 
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Ailemn Effectiveness Factor 

Parabolic afrfofl with trailina:-ede;e aileron.- The equation for the 
upper surface of a parabolic airfoil with the leading edge at the origFn 
and the trailinpr; edge at x = 1.0 is 

Yu = 2$x- - 1) 

The elope at any point on the upper surface of the airfoil is 

0 
as dx U 

=2$-2x) 

The local angle 8 between asg point on the mrface of the airfoil 
and the free-stream d.ireotion, therefore, is 

*u =-a+ w 
0 dx u 

= -a + 231 - 2x) 

and 

*L =a - as 
( > dx 

L 

= a + 231 - 2X) 

It follow6 then that 
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. 
(gL = Q + 231.- 2x)-J + c2E +- 231 - 2x,)’ 

The pressure coefficient for the airfoil then is 

or 

AP -yCl(2a) + c2 

The lift coefficied?of the airfoil is 

AP 
Pdx 

0 

s 

1.0 

=2a 
L 
cl+ 4c231-24 ax 

1 
0 

[I 
1.0 = 2a clx + 4c2$ - 4 0 

=2q 

dc2 - = 2cl da 
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The lift coefficient of the aileron cz, due to some aileron 
deflection Sa canbe found ina similarmanner. 

Becaruse of the l&mar nature of the equations for pressure coef- . 
ficient, the pressure coefficient at a pofnt on the airfoil can be found 
by adding the pressure coefficient for the WFng at angle of attack a 
with undeflected ailerone to the pressure coefficient for the WFng at 
zero angle of attack with the aileron at angle of attack Ea. The 
contribution of the aileron defines the control force on the wing and for 
that reason may be treated as a separate aileron preeeure coefficient. 

The pressure coefficient for the aileron 
( > % 

therefore, is the 
a 

same as that found for the airfoil except that the aileron deflection 6, 
is used in place of the au&e of attack a~- Thu8, 

(qa = 2sa[cI * 4c231 - 2GJ . 

Then, the lift coefficient for the aileron due to 8ome deflection is 

y1.0 

Cl, = Ap dx 

J 0 
9 

a 
xh 

p1.0 

= 26a ’ 
I [ 

Cl + 4c23r - 2x) 1 dx 

Jxh 

[ 

1.0 
= 26a CIX + 4C$(X - 

“‘I, 

= 2ba 1 (' +I)@, - &2sh) 

. 
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and, therefore, the mte of change of lift coefficient of aCeron with 
aileron deflection is 

'(l - xh)@. - &2txh) 

The aileron effectiveness factor for a parabolic airfoil with trailing- 
edge 

ne8s 

nem 

%hr 

aileron thu13 is 

dc2a/d6a = $1 - xh )( cl - 4c23h 

2% 

Parabolic airfoil wZth leed.inp;-edge aileron.- The aileron effective- 
factor for a parabolic airfoil with a leading-edge aileron is 

Wedge airfoil with trailing-edge aileron.- The aileron ef;Pective- 
factor for a wedge airfoil with a trailing-edge ailmmn when 
0.50 ice 

and when xh $0-50, 
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Wedge airfoiL with lead--edge aileron.- The aileron effectiveness 
factor for a wedge airfoil with a lead--edge aileron when xh =>O.p 
is 

and when xh sO.50, 

Rate of Change of Aileron Hinge-Moment Coefficient tith Aileron 

Deflection 

Parabolic aIrfoil tith traLlLng-edge ailemn.- The equation for the 
rate of change of aileron hinge-moment coefffcient with aileron deflec- 
tion of a paraBolic airfoil haTing a traiUng-edge aileron is given &8 

Parabolic aIrfoIl with lead--edge aileron.- The rate of change of 
aileron hinge-moment coefffcient with aileron deflection of a parabolic 
aMoil with a leading-edge ailelpn ie 

Wedge airfoil with trailbg-edge aileron.- The rate of change of 
aileron hinge-moment coefficient with aileron deflection of a wedge air- 
foil with a trailing-edge ailercm when s 2 O-50 ie 
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ach a 

We&e airfoil with lead--edge aileron.- The rate of change of‘- 
aileron hinge-mment coefficient-with aileron deflection of a wedge alr- 
foil having a lead--edge aileron when xh ,>0*50 16 

- 4xh + !hh2 
2iT 

xh2 

and when xh 50.50, 

acha 
as, = Cl +2C 2 

Rate of Change of Pitching-Moment Coefficient about Midchord with 

Aileron Deflection 

Parabolic airfoil with trailing-edge aileron.- The rate of chezvqe 
of pitching-mment coefficient aboutmidchord with aileron deflection 
ofaparabolic airfoilhavIng atrailing-edge aileron ie givenas 

Parabolic airfoil with-leading-edge aileron.- The rate of change 
of pitching -?mment..coefficient.about r@ghord with aileron deflection 
of a parabolic airfofl with a .&~in&e&@...aileron is 

a%.5 
asa 
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Wedge airfoil with trailinp,-eds;e aileron.- The rate of Change 
pftching-moment coefficient about midchord with aileron deflection 
a trailing-edge aileron &en xh 10 -w ia 

11 

of 
for 

xh2 >( 
t -xh cl -#=G 

> 

ctnd when xh 5 O-50, 

Wedge airfoil with leading-edge aileron.- The rate of change of 
pitching-moment coefficient about midchord with aileron deflection for 
a leading-edge aileron when xh 30.50 is 

end when xh2 0.50, 

Rate of Change of PitchG&oment Coefficient about Midchord - 

with An&e of Attack 

Parabolic airfoil.- The rate of change of pitching-moment coeffl- 
cient about midchord with angle of attack for a parabolic airfoil ie 

1 . . ..-.. ‘; I 

I 
_’ 
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Wedge airfoil.- The equation for the rate of change of pitching- 
mment coefficient about midchord with angle of attack for a wedge air- 
foil is given 813 

These equations were obtained from equa-t;iane found in reference 3 and 
are given here for the sake of completeness. - 

Center of Pressure 

Parabolic airfoil with trailing-ewe aileron. - The center-of- 
preesure equation for a parabolic airfoil having a trailing-edge ailerm 
is a8 follows: 

1 4xh3) 
c = 1 
-P 

2+~-h)(-@=h) 

Parabolic airfoil with lead--edge aileron.- The following 
of-pressure equation for a pesabolic afrfoil with a leading-edge 
is expressed as: 

1 

cp = 

4 

center- 
aileron 

Wedge airfoil with trailI.ng-edge aileron.- The center of preesure 
for a wed&e airfoil with a trailing-edge aileron when xh 2 0:s ill 
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1 

cp = 

. 

cp = 

Wedge airfoilwithleadinct-edge aileron.- The center of pressure for 
awedge airfoiltitha leading-edge ailemnwhen xh 20.50 is 

end when xh5 O-50, 
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Drawings of the parabolic and wedge ai.rfoil sections used i.u the 
calculations may be seen in figure 1. These two shapes-were chosen 
because-they are frequently considered for use in the wings of super- 
sonic aircraft.. 

In figures 2 to 4.0 is shown the variation of the aerodynamic char- 
acteristics of ailerons with airfoil shape, locationof aileron, airfoil 
thickuess ratio, free-stream Maoh nmiber, ratio of aileron chord to wing 
chord, and the ratio ofaileron deflection to the angle of attack. 
Table I is an index of the figures. , 

In figuxe 2 (fig. 9, reference 5 except Busemann curve) a coppari- 
son IS shown of the results obtained by the method of calculation used 
herein and the results obtained by both the Ackeret theory and the 
method of reference 1. The method presented in this paper gives results 
that approach those of the method of reference lmuch closer thau the 
Ackeret theoq. This closer result ie -due to.the fact that thiclmese 
ratio, Mach number, end airfoil shape are taken into consideration in 
the second-order approximation, whereas these factors are neglected in 
the Ackeret-theory. 

Figure 2 also shows that the aileron eff%ctiveness for trailing- 
edge ailerons in subsonic flow is much higher thau the aileron effec- 
tiveness of trailing*dge ailerons in supersonic flow. The reason for 
this result is that the flow ahead of-the ailemn is affected by the 
aileron in subsonic flow, whereas the flow in this region is not 
affected by the aileron in supersonic flow. 

Unlike the Ackeret theory, the analysis used herein gives the 
f0ll.w results for an airfoil-aileron cor&ination in supersonic 
flow: 

(1) Leading-edge ailerons exe mre effective than trailing-edge 
@ilerons. (See figs. 3 to 7.) 

,(2) The magnitude of the value8 of ?%Ja"a ana %.pa Is 
greater for leading-edge ailerons then for trailing-edge ailerons. 
(See figs. 13 tc-17_and 22 h-26.) 

(3) The center of preesure of an airfoil-aileron combination 
having maximur@ th$ckness gt the midchord a;nd zero aileron deflec$ion 
is ahead of the midchord (fige. .31.&1 -34)* 

Mach number.- An increase in the free-stre,m Mach ntiber gives the 
followiug results: L 

. r::: :a. ‘-I- .: ,.. .,., .Y L . --..:.;.; 

(1) Above a Mach nmber'of ap&o%&.te~'l:7< (dependiug on thick- 
1x388 ratio), the aileron effectiveness for leading-edge ailerons is l 
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iqcreased end the aileron effectiveness for trailing-edge ailerons is 
decreased. (see figs. 8 to l-l-> 

(2) The magnitude of the values of %Ja"a and %.5/a'a is 
decreased for both leading-edge and trailing-edge ailerons (figs. 18 
to 21 and q to 30). 

(3) In general, above a Mach number of approximately l-7 the 
center of pressure of au airfoil-aileron combination moves forward as 
shown in figures 31 to 34. 

Thickness ratio.- The main difference between the first-order and 
second-order approximations is the thickness-ratio effect. The second- 
order approximation showe that an increase in airfoil thictiess ratio: 

(1) Increaees the effectiveness of leading-edge ailerons end 
decreases the effectiveness of trailing-edge ailerons. When the thick- 
ness ratio is zem, the effectiveness is the earns for both leading-edge 
end trailing-edge ailerons. (See fig. l-2.) 

(2). Increases the magnitude of the values of &hala'a and 

ac% .Ja8a 
for-leading-edge ailerons and decreases the magnitude for 

trailing-edge ailerons as shown infigures 18 to 2lend -to 3~. 

(3) Moves the center of pressure of the airfoil-aileron combina- 
tion forward (fig. 40). . 

Airfoil shape.- For a given thickness ratio of the airfoils con- 
sidered herein, the surface slope near both the leading aud trailing 
edges of the parabolic airfoil is greater than the slope at corresponding 
positions on the wedge airfoil. In these regions, therefore, thepara- 
bolic airfoil acts like &II airfoil with a larger thickness ratio= It 
then follows that: 

(1) For a given value of t/c, tzai+g-edgeaileroneasemore 
effective on wedge airfoils than on parabolic aitioilej yhereas leading- 

edge ailerons are more effective on parabolic airfoils than on wedge 
airfoils. (See figs. 3 to 7.) 

(2) The center of pressure is farther forward for the parabolic 
airfoil than for the wedge airfoil (figs. 31 to 39). 

Ratio of aileron chord'to wing chord.- An increase in the chord of 
the aileron increases the surface m?ea of the aileron. As aresultof 
this increase in aileron surface: :. .I 

(1) The aileron effectiveness is increased (figsm-2!'& ?). 
: 

,. _. .- i, : ..I - ., ,. :., 
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(2) The mgnitude ofthe value of 
"-01 

asa increases until the 
-5 

aileron chord reaches a value of half the wing chordj then it decreases 
as the aileron chord is increased further. (see figs. 22 to 26.) 

Since the pressure distribution over the wedge airfoil is inde- 
pendent of the chordwise location as long as the surface slope is a 
COmhRt, th8 Value Of &ha a8, 

I 
is independent of the ratio of the 

aileron chord to the wing chord. After the value of c,/c exceeds O-5, 
however, the surface slope chamgee and the pressure coefficient is no 
longer independent-of the chordwise location. Thus, for further increases 
in ca/c beyond this value, the value of 8ck/aa then decreases for 

leading-edge ailerons and increases negatively for trailing-edge ailerons 
(figs. 14+6, and 17). 

The theory shows the pressure distribution over a parabolic airfoil 
to be a function of the chordwise location. As a result, when the 
mtio cap is Fncreasecl, the V&hf3 Of achpa bcretmes for leadlng- 

edge ailerons and increases negatively for trailing-edge ailerons. (See 
figs. 13, 15, a;na 17.) 

Ratio of aileron deflection to angle of attack.- Increasing the 
ratio of the aileron deflection to the angle of attack results in a 
relatively higher pressure on the aileron-atimes than on the rest of 
the airfoil.. The center of pressure is thus shifted forward when 
lead--edge ailerons are used end backwaM. when trailing-edge ailerms 
are used. *(See figs: 31 to 34.) 

COIPCLUSIONS 

The %usemmn second-ordelr-approximation theory" for the pressure 
distl'ibutlon over a two-dimsns.10~ airfoil in supersonic flow was used 
to determine some of the aerodynamic characteristics of uncmibered 
eymnetrical parabolic. and double-wedge airfoils with leading-edge and 
trailing-edge ailemns. Within the limitations of the theory used, the 
following conclusions may be drawn about the effectiveness of ailerons 
in the Mach nmiber range (1.3 to 4.0) investigated: 

1. Neither leading-edge nor trailing-edge ailerons are as effective 
in supersonic flow ae the trailing-edge aileron in subsonic flow. 

2. For a given airfoil shape at high Mach.nw&ers, leading-edge 
ailerons are much mre effective than trailing-edge ailerons. However, 
the relative effectiveness of lead--edge and trailing-edge ailerons is 
a function of thickness ratio aud the difference between the two becomes 
smaller with smaller thickness ratios. 
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3. For a given thickness ratio the aileron effectiveness is greater 
for lead--edge ailerons on parabolic airfoils than for leading-edge 
ailerons on symmetrical wedge-shape airfoilsj however, trailing-edge 
ailerons are more effective on syrmnstrical wedge-shape airfoile than on 
parabolic airfoils. 

4. An increase in airfoil thiclmees tends to decrease the aileron 
effectiveness when trxUing-edge ailerons are used, whereas it Increases 
the aileron effectiveness when leading-edge ailerons are used. 

5. The magnitude of the values of the rate of change of the hinge- 
moment coefficient with aileron deflection end the rate of change of 
pitching-moment coefficient about the midchord with aileron deflection 
is greater for leading-edge ailerons than for trailing-edge ailerons. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
Rational Advisow Committee for Aeronautics 

Laugley Field, Va. 
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TABIX I - IJ?BDEX OF FIGUHfB 
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TmlX 1~ lDDEK CF FIcXJRES -Continued 
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TABLEi I - lILlDIm OF FIGrn - concluded 
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Aileron ohord/wlng ohord, o,,/o 

rigurel 2.- Aileron effeotireneee ae a funotion or the 
rmtlo of aileron ohord to w$ng ohord for an un- 
08df3r86 dig8 airroil w.vi.ng mftximunt thiokneaa 

- at midohord and trailing-edge aileron. . ', - 0.05. 
(Ourvea with exoe&on d? kikiiiin~~oume am iron 
rigur8 9, reeFen08 5.1 
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Mleron ohm-I/wing ohord, oda 

(b) f = 0.10. 
Figure 3 .- Oonoluded. 
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Aileron ohord/wfng ahord, aJa 

(a) ; = 0.05. 

1.0 

FIgwe 4.- Aileron efieatlrenass as a funatlon cf 
the ratio of aileron chord to ring ahord for an 
unoumbered wed 

r 
airfoil having maximum thiakneun 

at mldahord an trailing-edge aileron. 
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Mleron ahord/ulng ahord, oa/o 

(b) 4 = 0.10. 
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Aileron chord/wing ohord, oa/o 

(a) 3 = 0.05. 
Figure 5.- Aileron efiectlveneas as a funatlon of 

the ratio of aileron ahord to wing ohorcl for an 
unaambered parabollo airfoil havlng maximum 
thickness at mIdohom¶ and leading-edge aileron. 
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Aileron ohord/wing ohord, oe/a 

(b) f = 0.10. 

Figure 5.- Qonoluded. 
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(a) $ = 0.05. 

Figure 6.- Aileron erreativeaee8 as a runotion or 
.. the ratio of aileron ahord to wing ohord for an 

unaambered uedge airfoil having maximum thlokneae at 
mldohord and leading-edge aileron. 
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Figure 8.- Allaron errsatlrene8r as a funotlfm of the ima- 
stream Maoh number for an unaambered parabolla airfoil 

': having maxlmym thiakmesa at mfdohord and trailing-edge 
aileron. 2!f = 0.2. 
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.Flgure g.- Aileron erreatlvensss am a funotloa or the free-stream 
-..Naah number ror an uncambered wedge l %rfoll ha~lnga~axlm~ 

thioknem at raldahord and trailing-edge aileron. 7 = 0.2. 
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Thioknson ratio, t/a 

(a) TtialUng-edge aileron. 

Figure l.z.- Aileron efteatlmmess as a funatlan of 
thiaaeas ratio for an unoambered parebollo alr- 
foil having maximum thlakneee at mldohord. 2 a 0.2. 
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Thialcnear ratfo, t/e 

(b) Leading-edge aileron. 
figure 12.- Conoluded. 
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LUleron ohord/ulng ohozd, ado 

(a) $ = 0.05. 
Figure 13.- Rate .of. ?himge' of id&on hinge-moment 

ooeffioiant wLth aileron QeflcatIon as a 
pnopon of the ra_tfo of aileron ohord to wing 
OnOra ror an unatmnmred parabollo alrfoil hrrlng 
maximum thloknem at mldohord and trailing-edge aileron. 
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(b) 4, = 0.10. 

Figure 13.- Conal.ud.ed, _ 
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Figure 14.- Rate of ainnge of aileron Nnge-moment 

ooerrloiant with aileron derleotlon as a 
funatlon or the ratio or ailsron ohord to wing 
ohord ror an ancambered redge rlrroll having 

:..__ _ -- maxlnum thleknese. at nfdohord and trailing-edge 
aileron. 
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Figure 14.. Qondludad. 
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Aileron ohord/wing ohord, oa/o 

(a) $ = 0.05. 

Figure 15.0 Rate 0r ahange of aileron hinge-moment 
coeffioient with aileron deflection as a 
funatlon of the ratio or aileron ahord to wing chord 
ror an unoambered parabolio airfoil having maximum 
thlokness &it mldohord and leading-edge aileron. 
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Aileron chord/win& chord, Ode 

(a) f f 0.05. 
Figure 16.0 Rate or ohange 0r aileron hinge-moment 

aoerriolent nith aileron detrleotlon aa a 
runotlon or the ratio or aileron ohord to wing 
ohord ror an unoambered wedge alrioll having 
maximum thiokneee at mldohord end leading-edge 
afleron. 
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Figure X7.0 
&ii ,;; i&&k o~.'aliar;dn"'~l-~~~-mdmant' 

ooerrlolent. with aileron derleotlon as.e 
tunotlon.or the ratlo or aileron ohord tp I&,& 
ohord ror unoambsred alrrolls having r~axlmtm~~ 
thiokneea at nidohord. w, f 4.0; 4 = 0.10. .' 
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Figure 18.. Rate 0r ahange or aileron binge-moment ooerrlalent 
with aileron derleatlon as a funct;ion or free-stream 
Maah maber for an.uqpamb?~dlswabg$d &foil having 
~lm~~.-t~.~~~?ev!~tSt.~qqhord,a~ t?a+.4$pg-edge alleron. 
T a 0.2. 1 :,-.!-..I; 
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Wee-stream Haoh number, MO 

Ffgure lg.- Rate Of ohange ot aileron hinge-moment oosifioient 
with aileron derleotlon as a function of free-at-ream 

."Haoh number ror an unoambexd wedge airroll having maximurn 
---- thloknese at midohord and trailing-edge ailerOfl. * 0 0.2. 
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Plgura 20.- Rate or ohsinge or aileron hinge-moment aosrriohmt 
with alleron Uefleotlon as a function of free-atream 
Maah number for an unaambered par&boll@ airfoil having 
maximum thickmae at mldohord an& leablng-edge rflsron. 
So 0.2. 0 
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Free-etream Mauh number, Mo 

Figure 21.- Rate of change of aileron hinge-moment aoeffloient 
with alleyon, dei~8otiQq.as.a. f~cti~os of free-stream 
Uaoh number for an unoambered wedge airfoil having ~qaxlmum 
thlckneei.at .rnid~horh'~~:a..~ea~~n~~.~~~.~~~~~~ron. *a - T' 0.2. 
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Figure 22.- Rate or abange or pltchlng-moment 0oerrioisnt 
about midohord tith aileron befleation asi 
runotfon or the ratio or al)erCm ohokd to wing ahord 
ray an unqa@pf.d,pr+bol.lcr .a$rfoll,&~$.ng m~lmtm 
thidknkes at mldohord and trailing-edge aileron. 
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Aileron ohord/wing chord, oa/o 

(a) i = 0.05. 
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Fup.7~~ 23.- Rate of ohange of pitoting-moment 00erfioient 
about mldohord with aileron deflection as a 
funotion of the ratio. of aileron ohord to wing ohord 
for an unoambered vredge airfoil having maximum 
thlokneee at mldohord and trailing-edge aileron. 
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Cd i = 0.05. 
Pigure 24.- Rate of change of pltohlng-moment coefflolant 

about mldohorCL with aileron detleotion as a 
runotlon of the ratio of aileron ohord to ting ohord 
for an unoambered parabolfo airroll having maximum 
thIaknesa at raldahord and leading-edge aileron. 
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(b) d = 0.10. 

Figure A.- Oonoluded. 
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Aileron ohord/ting ohord, a&o 

(e) f = 0.05. 
ngu~e 25.- Rate or ohange 0r pltohlng-moment ooerrloient 

about mldohord with afleron dstleotlon aa l 
runotion or the rat10 or aileron ohord to wing ohord 
r0r an uneamber0d wedge pirr0il having maxfmum thiakmm 
at mldohord and leading-edge aileron. 
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Figure 26.- Rate 0r ahang of pItahIn&moment coerrloient 
about midohord with aileron deileatlon ua a 
funation of the ratio of afleron ohord to WIPE chord 
for unoambered aIrf3lls having maximum thi:oBneee at 
mklohord. H, = 2.0; 4 = 0.10. 
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Ffgku-0 27.- Rate or ohange or pltohlng-moment aaefiiolent about 
midohord with aileron defleation as e function of free- 
stream Mach number for an unoambered parabolla sirroll having 
maximum thickneee at midchord and trailing-edge aileron. 
aa 
7 = 0.2. 
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Figure 28.- Rate 0r change or pltahing-moment coefilalent 
about mldahoFd ulth aileron defleatlo< as a 
runotlon of free-stream Haah number for an uuaambered 
wedge airfoil having maximum t.hlcknese at mlduhord 

Ql and trailing-edge aileron. 7 = 0.2. 
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.,F"ure. 29..--tate of.phange or pltchfng-moment ooefflciept .I: 
dibtit inibofxoid tith~~aileron .8dleotion aa P function . . 
of ire&-&?p@qi ~a~~~tiumb~r ioy..~.unoa.mbered~~~.ull~ 

.. al@oll .lm+!ig. !n~lmunl thlokne~e a% -mld~hhord .and l.q.Mi.w- 
edge aileron. 7 p 0.2. 
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Free-etream Haoh number, If, 

Flgurd ?a.- Rate or dhange 0r pltahlng-rpoment o,cw~fi~e,est'abaut 
mldahqrd with alleron.derleation es a fwctJoff o 
etream ,MaoQ qu+ey @r an unaersbex-84. i&Lgft: al.rfo t 

freQ- 
1 haying 

.’ ~~mua ‘fhldmeee at mlkhord and leadln&i&ge aileron. 
'ij'= 0.2. I 
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Figure 31.- Laaatlon ot aenter of preeeure ae a funatlon of 
free-stream Maah number for an unoambered parabolfa alr- 
fall having max$wm thldneee at mldahord and tralllng- 
edge aileron. 7 = 0.2; 2 3 0.10. 
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Figure 32.- Looatlon or oenter of pressure ae a rtm~;~;~i;r 
free-stream Maoh number ror an uncambered wed 
having maximum thiakneae at midohofl and tral P lng-edge 

aileron. + = 0.2; 
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Figure 33.0 Location of oenter 0r preeeure tla a irunotlon of 
free-stream Maoh number ror an unoambered parabollo alr- 
foil having max$zum thloknye at midohord and leadlng- 
edge aileron. 7 = 0.2; ';; = 0.10. 
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Figure 34.0 Location of oenter of preeaure aa a rumtion 0r 
free-etream.Maoh number for an unaambered wedge airfoil 
having maximum thl&n;ee at mldahord and leading-edge 
aileron. !zge 0.2; z t 0.10. 
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Figure 35m- Looatlon or oenter of preaaure ae a 
runotlon of th8 ratio of aileron ahord to wing 
ohord ior an unoambered psrabolla airfoil having 
maximum thiokneaa at midohord and trailing-edge 

6a aileron. MO = 4.0; 7 = 1.0. 
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Flgum 36.- Looatfon or center of preeeure an a funotlon 
OS the ratio of aileron chord to ring chord for an 

. -. , .~ . . ..- -unoambered wedge airfoil having maxImam thiokne~e at 
midchord and trailing-edgu aileron. bfo = 4.0; 2 = 1.0, 
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Mleron ohord/ting &orb, Q/O 

"rl&i-e yl.- Location or ienter of preeeure a8 a ruaotfon 
of the. ratio of alseron ahord to ring ohord Sor an 

'umiidered wedge airfoIl having maximum thlokn~e at 
mldchord and‘idading-edge- aileron. l$, = 4.0; $ = 1.0. 
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-Figure 39.- Looation of aenter oi preasure a0 a funatlon 
at the ratfo of aileron ohord to ting ahord ior un- 
oembered alrtol&e having maximum thlokneae at mlclahorb. 

MO = 4.0; 2 = 1.0; i = 0.10. 
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(a) Trailing-edge aileron. 

Figure 40.- Looatlon of oenter of pressure a8 a funotion 
of the thloknesa ratio for an unaambered parabolio 
airroll having maximum thlokneea at mldohord. 
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*a % - = 0.2; a = 1.0. 
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(b) Leading-edge aileron. 

Figure hC.- Concluded. 


